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Interaction of soft-x-ray thermal radiation with foam-layered targets
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We have studied the interaction of soft-x-ray thermal radiation with foam-layered metal targets. X-ray
radiation was produced by focusing a high-energy laser inside a small size hohlraum. An increment in shock
pressure, up to a factor of'4 for 50 mg/cm3 foam density, was observed with the foam layer as compared to
bare metal targets. This follows from the propagation of radiation-driven shock wave in the foam and the
impedance mismatch at the foam-payload interface.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, low-density porous materials, or ‘‘foams,’’ ha
found many applications in laser-plasma experiments, in
ticular related to inertial confinement fusion. In the dire
drive approach, their use has been suggested to get an
cient thermal smoothing of laser energy deposition@1,2#: the
so-called ‘‘foam-buffered targets’’ should help in relaxing t
constraints on uniform laser irradiation, especially at ea
times ~the well-known ‘‘imprint’’ problem!.

One major problem in indirect drive is the hohlraum cl
sure due to the inward motion of the high-Z plasma from the
hohlraum wall@3#. A gas placed inside the hohlraum ma
constrain such motion, as proposed in Ref.@3# and studied,
for instance, in Ref.@4#. In this context, a low-density foam
can be an interesting alternative to the use of a gas: hen
is important to study the interaction of soft-x-ray therm
radiation with foams, in order to establish, in particular, t
different interaction regimes. At very low foam densities
supersonic ionization wave will propagate in the foam wh
at higher densities, the formation of a shock is expected, w
a velocity that, by definition, is only slightly supersoni
Since this will change the dynamics of the interaction a
the time scales, it is very important to precisely define
transition between two such regimes.

Also it has been suggested that the total drive pressure
be increased by attaching a low-density foam onto the s
shell of the fusion capsule@5#. Willi et al. suggested tha
pressure increases because ‘‘the total pressure acting o
foil target is then the ablation pressure plus the material p
sure of the heated foam plasma,’’ and studied the dynam
of foil-foam packages@6#. As diagnostics, they used tim
resolved shadowgraphy and followed the trajectory of
target. Targets with a foam layer were observed to start t
motion with a certain delay but to get a stronger accelerat
Target motion was then simulated with the hydro co
MEDUSA, and the pressure obtained from the code when
simulation matched experimental data.

The purpose of the experiment presented in this paper
to study the effect of low-density foams on the generation
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drive pressures: planar foil targets, with an overlayer
foam, were driven by soft x rays generated inside a g
hohlraum. Results were compared with those from b
metal targets to check the efficacy of the foam layer in in
rect drive. Our experiment reproduced and complemen
the study by Williet al.However, we used a diagnostics tha
in our opinion, is more direct and appropriate for the eva
ation of shock pressures.

The method consists in measuring the shock velocity
ing a target with a step on rear side. The arrival of the sh
at the base and at the step of the target heats the materia
induces light emission. This can be space and time reso
with a streak camera allowing the shock velocity,D, in the
step to be directly measured. The knowledge of the equa
of state ~EOS! of the material, and the use of Hugonio
Rankine relations@7#, allows the shock pressure to be o
tained from the shock velocity. This method is easy and
rect and it is largely used in laser-driven shock and E
experiments@8#. Of course, if the shock is stationary it d
rectly gives the ‘‘instantaneous’’ values of shock velocity a
pressure. Otherwise, it gives average values over the
needed to the shock to cross the step~between 100 and 200
ps in our experimental conditions!. This is probably what is
happening here, since hydrodynamics simulations sho
nonstationary shock with a complicated dynamics.

Also, our diagnostic is less sensitive to two-dimension
effects that affect target displacement at large times and
nally, assures a good precision in the measurement of
delay of shock arrival at the target rear side~i.e., the time
when the target begins to move!. As discussed later, the
method allows the value of pressure to be determined wi
typical error of'15% in our experimental conditions. This
a small incertitude as compared to the large measured va
of pressure amplification~of the order of<4!.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed using the Asterix lase
MPQ, Garching, which delivers a single beam~of diameter
30 cm! energy up to 400 J per pulse at a wavelengthl
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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50.44mm ~3v of iodine laser! in a time tL'450 ps ~full
width at half maximum duration!.

The laser was focused inside a small size hohlraum~cav-
ity! to generate soft-x-ray Planckian radiation. Our hohlra
~called labyrinth cavity@9#! was designed to achieve hig
radiation temperatures, but also to optimize the irradiat
uniformity with only one laser beam, and to minimize pr
heating of the target produced by direct primary x-rays
shield with a conical shape has been constructed so tha
laser irradiated area and the shocked material are not in
rect view of each other~Fig. 1!. The total inner surface of the
hohlraum is equivalent to a sphere of 1 mm diame
~equivalent cavity radiusRc50.5 mm!. The hohlraum has
been made by electroplating and etching suitable brass m
drels and it is built from two parts fastened together.

Targets were fabricated with the following specification
~1! aluminum base of thicknessh516.95mm with an alumi-
num step of 6.23mm; or ~2! gold base of thicknessh
54.96mm with a 1.95mm gold step. The front gold surfac
was layered with low-density foam~50 mm thick foam of
density 20 mg/cm3, and 50, 100, and 150mm thick foam of
density 50 mg/cm3!. The corresponding areal densities we
rd50.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 mg/cm2. Here r is the foam
density andd is its thickness. Foams were realized at Dund
University @10#. The monomer used was TMPTA~trimethy-
lol propane triacrylate, C15H20O6!. Starting from a monome
solution containing a photoinitiator, foams were polymeriz
in situ using UV light inside a brass ring of the require
thickness, which determined the final foam thickness. T
schematic representation of the targets is shown in Fig.

A visible streak camera was used to record the sh
breakout signal. The temporal resolution was better than
~as determined by the streak camera sweep speed an
size!. The system imaging the target rear face onto the str
slit had magnificationM510, allowing a spatial resolution
of better than 10mm. A protection tube@9# was used for the
diagnostics light path, to shield the streak camera slit fr
scattered laser light.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The shock transit time provides the measure of the sh
velocity D through the target rear step. For Al targets, t
shock pressure was then evaluated by using the Ses
tables@11# and, for gold targets, the empirical scaling la
proposed by Al’tshuler@12#. Indeed recent EOS measur

FIG. 1. Experimental setup showing the labyrinth cavity and
schematic representation of the target design.
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ments for gold@13# suggest that Sesame is not correct at h
pressure. However, the use of Sesame tables would
slightly change the numerical value of pressure~the differ-
ence is within 10%! but not affect in any way our conclu
sions.

Figure 2~a! shows the streak camera image obtained w
an Al target~shot no. 13027!. In this case, the shock velocit
measured in the aluminum step was 24.1 km/s, which co
sponds to a shock pressure of about 9.6 Mbar. The signa
the left in Fig. 2 is a time fiducial: a part of the incomin
laser beam is sent with an optical fiber onto the streak c
era slit and synchronized so to give the arrival time of t
laser pulse on target front side. The time intervalDt from the
arrival of laser pulse maximum to the shock breakout
target rear side can then be measured from the streak im
Figure 2~b! shows the shock breakout from foam/gold targ
~shot no. 13026, foam of 50 mg/cm3 and thickness'50 mm!.
In this case the shock velocity is 14.1 km/s, corresponding
a pressure of 20.2 Mbar.

Figure 3 shows the pressures deduced from the shock
locity for Al and Au/foam targets. It can be seen that, in o
experimental conditions, by increasing the foam density a
thickness, shock pressures are enhanced. Figure 3 also s
the time delayDt that is also bigger for larger density an
thickness.~The time delay plotted here is the one relative
the foam thickness only, i.e., we have subtracted the sh
transit time in the metal base,h/D.!

The error bars on shock pressure have been obtaine
considering the precision in the determination of shock
locity D due to the streak camera temporal resolution, a
the knowledge of the step thicknesses and roughness@8,13#.
For the streak camera sweep speed we used the calibr
made in Ref.@14#. Using a simple error propagation evalu
tion, and including reading errors, we determined a ma
mum error of67% on D, which implies an error of abou
615% on shock pressure. In some cases@see Fig. 2~b! for
instance# the shocks obtained with foam layered targets w
much less uniform for reasons that are yet to be understo

e

FIG. 2. Streak camera images of~a! Al target ~b! foam-Au tar-
get. The dimensions of the image are 1 ns~horizontal! and 300mm
~vertical!.
4-2
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This reflects in larger error bars on shock velocity and sh
pressure, which could be as large as630%. Since the pres
sure amplification~<4! is much larger than the experiment
error bars~<30%!, this does not affect our conclusion, ind
cating that foams are advantageous in order to obtain a p
sure increase.

Concerning the delay of shock breakout, the error b
were much smaller since the elapsed times are much lo
than the time required to the shock to cross the step. Ag
we recall that pressure is obtained from the measuremen
the step crossing time from which we calculate the veloc
D and finally the pressureP. In the case of gold steps, this
obtained from the empirical scaling given by the empiric
scaling law proposed by Al’tshuleret al. @12#, according to
which the relation between shock velocityD and fluid veloc-
ity U is: D53.1511.47U ~both measured in km/s!. Pressure
is then obtained by coupling this law to the equationP
5r0UD, which represents momentum conservation acr
the shock front~and is one of the Hugoniot-Rankine rel
tions!. Herer0 is the density of gold~19.3 g/cm3!.

DISCUSSION

In indirect drive, the radiation temperature is given by t
well-known Boltzmann’s law for blackbody radiation

T5~hEL/4pRc
2tLs!1/4, ~1!

wheres is5105 whenT is in eV,EL the laser energy in I,Rc
the cavity size in cm, andtL the pulse duration in seconds. I
our case we getT'120 eV atEL'400 J, in good agreemen
with direct experimental measurements@15#. The conversion
efficiency into x rays was assumedh'80%, as appropriate
for gold. When such radiation impinges on targets~without
foam! it produces a pressure@9,14,16#

P ~Mbar!544~hEL/4pRc
2tx!

10/13t23/26, ~2!

FIG. 3. Pressure increment, on the left~black circles!, and delay
of shock breakout~ps!, on the right~white circles!, vs foam layer
areal density~mg/cm2!. rd50 corresponds to bare Al targets;rd
50.1 mg/cm2 corresponds to a 20 mg/cm3, 50 mm thick foam on
Au; the other values to a 50 mg/cm3 foam on Au with thicknesses o
50, 100, and 150mm, respectively.
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where t is in ns and the quantity in brackets is in units
1014 W/cm2. Heretx is the duration of the x-ray pulse whic
is close to that of the laser pulsetL . There is no explicit
dependence of the pressure on the target material, which
plies that it is correct to compare the pressure obtained w
Al and Au/foam targets, as done in Fig. 3. Hence not only
pressure increases with the thickness and the density o
foam, but also it is always larger than with bare targe
Equation~2! givesP'11 Mbar for our typical experimenta
parameters, in fair enough agreement with our results on b
Al targets~P'9.6 Mbar atEL'290 J!.

What is the origin of the pressure increase with foam?
us first notice that the foams are clearly undercritical to
thermal x-ray radiation. However, the foam is initially mad
of cold atoms that strongly absorb x rays by bound-bou
transitions. Figure 4 shows a Planckian spectrum at 120
and the transparency of cold TMPTA foam@17#. Part of x
rays are absorbed in the foam, ionizing it. As ionization go
on, the absorption coefficient reduces~for completely ion-
ized foams it is only due to bremsstrahlung and recombi
tion and is much smaller!. The total energy spent in the ion
ization of the foam is of the order of

DE5InepF2d/4, ~3!

whereF is the diameter of the hohlraum hole to which th
target is attached~400 mm in our case! and I is the average
ionization energy, which can be evaluated with an aver
atom model@18#. The average electron density in the foam
ne5rNAZ/A, assuming a complete ionization of the low-Z
elements of the foam~as is likely to happen!. Here NA is
Avogadro number, andZ andA are the average atomic num
ber and weight of the foam~Z'3.85,A'7.22!. In the case
of 50 mg/cm3 we getne51.631022 cm23. For I'10 eV and
d5100mm, we finally getDE'0.3 J, which must be com
pared with the fraction of the total x-ray energy (hEL) im-
pinging on the hohlraum hole@hEL(pF2d/4)/(4pRc

2)
512.8 J# and shows that the ionization losses are negligib

Two scenarios are then possible depending on foam d
sity. If this is very low, an ionization wave propagates sup
sonically in the foam@19,20#. At the same time, a part o
x-ray radiation penetrates practically free through the fo

FIG. 4. Planckian spectrum corresponding to a temperaturT
5120 eV ~a!, and transparency of a 50mm, 50 mg/cm3 cold
TMPTA foam ~b!.
4-3
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to be abruptly absorbed at the Au-foam interface due to
much higher absorption of gold~higher Z and higher den-
sity!. These are the harder x-rays (hn.1 keV) but also those
with energies just below theO andC absorption edges~see
Fig. 4! ~A similar behavior of x rays was observed in Re
@2#.! These produce ablation of gold and the generation o
shock. However, now the ablating gold plasma is confin
due to the presence of foam, the plasma energy that w
have been spent in motion of the plasma is retained as t
mal energy of the confined plasma. Thus the total pressu
due to ablation of gold surface by~harder! x rays but also to
gold plasma confinement~because of the presence of foam!.

The situation is analogous to experiments where la
driven shocks are confined by a layer of transparent mate
as studied by Fabbroet al. @21#. The pressure incremen
should be given by the material pressure of the foam pla

Pth5~Z11!nikT, ~4!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant, and the average ion den
is ni5rNA /A. In the case of 20 mg/cm3 andT5120 eV we
find Pth51.4 Mbar, against an experimental pressu
increment'1.3 Mbar, orP/P0'1.1, whereP0 is the aver-
age pressure experimentally obtained with bare metal tar
~we must notice, however, that, due to the error bars,
difference, as well as the pressure amplification obtaine
this case, is not really significant!.

At higher foam densities, the scenario is quite differe
Here a real radiation-driven shock is formed and propag
in the foam, reaches the interface with gold and undergo
strong amplification due to impedance mismatch, i.e.,
density difference between gold and foam~since the shock
encounters a denser medium, a shock wave is reflected
into the foam, while the transmitted shock pressure is am
fied @7#!. This has been previously studied in direct dri
@22,23#. Here the situation will be less ‘‘clean’’ because
radiative precursor is associated with the shock~due to the
low density of the foam! and because some x rays will an
way reach the interface long before the shock arrival a
produce some ablation and a local shock. Although wea
this will interfere with the main radiation-driven shock in
ducing transient effects. However, shock impedance m
match remains the driving factor.

The shock will need some time to reach its maximu
velocity and a phase of steady state propagation. Hence
pending on the foam density and thickness, it may reach
interface before or after it has got its maximum pressu
Again, this was shown in direct-drive experiments. T
shock pressure amplification will be given by@22#

P/P054rAu /~r1/21rAu
1/2!2, t.t,

~5!
P/P05~P/P0!stat~8r/P0!1/2dt, t,t,

where (P/P0)stat is the stationary value ofP/P0, i.e., the one
which is reached fort.t as given by the first of the two
equations, and wheret is the shock build-up time that is o
the order of the laser pulse duration~see Ref.@22# for a
detailed discussion!. The maximum shock amplification tha
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can be obtained with a 50 mg/cm3 foam is thenP/P0'3.6,
and approaches 4 as the foam densityr goes to 0.

In our experimental conditions, the transition between
two scenarios may probably take place between 20 and
mg/cm3. Indeed the fraction of the x-ray energy direct
transmitted to the foam/metal interface varies from 36%,
20 mg/cm3 and 50mm, to about 1% for 50 mg/cm3 and 150
mm. Although only qualitative, being calculated using t
absorption coefficients of the cold foam, these values se
to suggest a change of regime.

At the same time, the pressure increment in the case o
mg/cm3 foam is much bigger than the material pressu
while, within our error bars, it is in fair agreement with th
maximum amplification expected from impedance misma
(P/P0<4). But the decisive point is the experimental obs
vation of the shock delayDt. From Fig. 3, the delay in the
shock breakout scales linearly with foam thickness, for
case of 50 mg/cm3 density, and the slope of the linear inte
polation gives a velocity of'100 mm/ns. This corresponds
to the order expected for a shock wave and does not m
with the hypothesis of a supersonic ionization wave.~Also,
in the foam-confinement scenario, a shock is generated a
interface by x rays penetrating practically instantaneously
that a large shock breakout delay seems difficult to be ju
fied.! This conclusion seems to be in disagreement with W
et al. who refer to the first scenario even in the case of a 1
mg/cm3 foam ~let us notice that, despite the smaller las
energy, due to the small size of our hohlraum, the tempe
ture is practically the same as in their work!.

Also the case of 50 mg/cm3 and 50mm corresponds to a
nonstationary shock, as can be seen by looking at the d
in shock breakout~Dt,0 implies that the shock reaches th
interface before the full laser pulse energy has been de
ited on target!. In this case, by applying Eq.~5!, we approxi-
mately recover the experimental value of the pressure am
fication P/P0 ~'2.2!.

Finally, we must recall that the hot foam plasma w
quickly expand, thereby reducing the pressure increa
Hence the foam should be sufficiently thick because, for v
thin foam, the rarefaction wave will arrive at the rear surfa
of the foil very rapidly. This dictates a lower limit on the fo
thickness, in order to maintain the pressure increase.

Just to give an order of magnitude, we can calculate t
the sound velocity for a fully ionized plasma at 120 eV
cs'107 cm/s. The rarefaction time can be estimated at
'd/cs'500 ps for a 50mm thick foam. This must be com
pared with the shock transit time in the metal target, which
'6.91mm/D'638 ps forrd50.1 mg/cm2 ~using the mea-
sured values of the shock velocityD!. The fact that the rar-
efaction and shock transit times are comparable, means
the foam plasma has the time to expand to approximately
double its original thickness during the shock transit in t
metal target, thereby effectively reducing its average dens
This may explain why the pressure increase observed w
r520 mg/cm3, d550mm is slightly smaller than what cal
culated from material pressure~however, as said before, du
to the large error bars, the difference and the value of p
sure amplification itself are not significant in this case!. For
thicker targets, rarefaction is not important in our experime
tal conditions.
4-4
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how shock pressure can be amplifie
x-ray driven foam-layered targets. At very low foam den
ties, a supersonic ionization wave is produced and the p
sure amplification is due to the foam plasma applying a m
terial pressure on the ablating target plasma and effecti
confining it. For denser foams, a real shock propagates in
foam and the pressure increase is due to impedance
match at the foam-metal interface, as previously observe
directly driven foam-metal targets@23#. At r550 mg/cm3,
our measurements imply that the mechanism at work is
n

-
or

s

ns

Li-
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second one, giving a pressure amplification as large as<4.
In both cases, amplification is dependent on the foam den
and on the foam thickness.
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